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ABSTRACT
In this paper, the results of both normal-hearing, and profoundly
hearing-impaired adults, tested with spectrum compressed speech via
the modified chirp-z algorithm, with and without visual stimuli, are
reported.

Ten  normal-hearing  adult listeners and three profoundly hearing-
impaired adult listeners were asked to identify  nonsense syllables
presented auditorily and bimodally (audition and vision) via video tape
in two conditions:  lowpass filtered or unprocessed, and spectrum
compressed.  The lowpass filtered and spectrum com-pressed  speech
occupies the same spectrum width of 840 Hz;  at 900 Hz and above,
the attenuation is at least 60 dB.  The spectrum compression  is
performed by means of a modified chirp-z algorithm, and is described
in this paper.  The testing results are significant and are reported in this
paper.

1.  INTRODUCTION

The intended population that the subject of this paper addresses are
those who are profoundly hearing impaired, such that conventional
hearing aids are of little if any use, but still have significant residual
hearing. Such subjects are now being considered for cochlear implants.
But the authors of this paper believe that more sophisticated methods
of signal processing have not been fully exploited, can significantly
assist such subjects, and, of course, offers a non-invasive solution.

Space does not permit a literature review, however, the interested
reader is referred elsewhere for a fairly extensive review [1].  More
recent literature may also be readily found [2]-[7].

2.  MATHEMATICAL BASIS

Let   samples of    be expressed as follows:

Equation (1) may be expressed in matrix notation as follows:

where 

and

If    for all  , then   will be full rank, and the existence
of   is assured, since   is recognized as being a Vandermonde
matrix [8].   Then, from (2):

That is, the -point   is recoverable from any set of   distinct
samples of   by (3).  This result has significance here, in that it
demonstrates that any algorithm which samples   in any fashion,
obtaining   distinct samples from an -point , does not lose
information.

Note that the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) is a special case of the
above:

where

The nonlinearly-spaced sampling used for nonlinear spectrum
compression is a modification of the chirp- algorithm [9],[10].  Let the

-domain samples be expressed as follows:

where  and  are both real:   specifies the magnitude
of the   domain samples and   specifies the angle.   If

, then   and   will specifiy the beginning
sample, and   and   will specify the ending  sample.
The sampling contour will be specified by  and .   Detail
may be found elsewwhere [1].
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3.  SPECTRUM COMPRESSION

ALGORITHM
To properly follow temporal changes in speech, window lengths of 10
to 20 ms are used.  In the spectrum compression algorithm, each
windowed frame of input speech data is processed by the algorithm
prior to overlap-add reconstruction, resulting in an output speech signal
that follows the spectral dynamics of the input speech,  but has its
spectrum compressed and lowered according to the spectrum
compression algortihm.

The spectrum compression algorithm includes concepts from frequency
transposition.  The only spectral range that is compressed is that which
is typically above the range of voiced-speech formants.  These high
frequencies, typically unvoiced fricatives, are spectrally compressed and
transposed to a lower frequency range.

To avoid excessive spectral compression that would make increased
demands on the spectral resolution capabilities of the listeners, critical
band theory is adhered to.  That is, the critical bands across the spectral
range of the input speech that is to be spectrally compressed are
mapped to the same number of critical bands in the processed speech
spectrum.

The approach uses two parallel channels, and results in a compressed
spectrum width of 840 Hz.  This spectrum width was somewhat
arbitrarily chosen, but is appropriate for the intended population.  Word
recognition ability of such subjects is very poor, as can be seen in the
data below, and yet they have sufficient residual auditory function to be
effectively assisted by appropriate signal processing.

Refer to Figure 1, where the algorithm is illustrated in block diagram
form.  The input speech spectrum width is wideband (10.5 kHz), and
is sampled at 25 k samples/s with a 16 bit A/D.  Channel 1, illustrated
in Figure 1, is simply lowpass filtering.  The output of Channel 1 has
a spectrum width of 840 Hz (60 dB down, or more, for all frequencies
above 900 Hz).  

Channel 2 begins by windowing the speech data with a Hanning
window.  The windowed speech data are nonlinearly sampled in the
frequency domain for spectrum compression and transposed to a low
frequency region.  The outputs of Channels 1 and 2, as illustrated in
Figure 1, are added together.  The frequency ranges are such that a
vowel will result in an output from Channel 1 with essentially no
output from Channel 2, and an unvoiced fricative will result in an
output from Channel 2 with essentially no output from Channel 1.
Details of Channel 2 processing are illustrated in Figure 2.

The frequency domain mapping in Channel 2 is illustrated in Figure 3.
Four and one half critical bands, extending from 4,400 Hz to 10,500
Hz, are mapped to 300 to 840 Hz.  Note that this requires not only
frequency transposition, but nonlinear spectrum compression as well.
The processing of Channel 2 has been confirmed by sinewave testing,
synthetic data testing, and by spectrographic comparisions with real
speech data.

4.  EVALUATION METHODS
Thirty-three video tapes have been prepared for this study:  11 tapes of
unprocessed,    wideband   speech,  11   tapes   of    lowpass     filtered

Figure 1.   Overall algorithm block diagram.

Figure 2.   Detailed block diagram of Channel Two.
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Figure 3.   Illustration of the critical band mapping.

speech, and 11 tapes of spectrum compressed speech.  Videotape
recordings were professionally made of an adult male speaker
presenting the stimulus items from 11 pages of nonsense syllables.  The
speaker was using Standard American English and is extensively
trained in phonetics.  Each of the 11 pages of nonsense syllables
contains 7 to 9 vowel-consonant (VC) or consonant-vowel (CV)
stimulus items embedded in 10 to 12 foils.  Each foil has a carrier
phrase.  For example, "You will mark EETH please."  The video fades
to black for five seconds between each foil.  There are ten
randomizations of each page.  Score sheets have been prepared for each
page.

5.  RESULTS

The results of testing with ten normal-hearing subjects are shown in
Table 1 and Chart 1.  Note that there is a consistent improvement when
the subjects are exposed to spectrum compressed speech, compared to
lowpass filtered speech occupying the same spectrum width.  This is for
102 stimulus items, without any training.   Error analysis indicates that
these results are significant.  Analysis of the confusion matrices
suggests that many of the errors made would likely be correctable in
practice by the context for spectrum compressed speech.  It is
anticipated that training would very significantly improve the results for
the spectrum compressed speech, since the errors made are
understandable and consistent, whereas those for lowpass filtered
speech are random;  the spectrum compressed consonants are highly
distinguishable.   The raw data results are shown in Table 2.

The results of testing with three profoundly hearing impaired subjects
are   shown   in   Table 3   and   Chart 2.    The  audiogram   data   for

Table 1:   Results of Testing.
Means & Standard Deviations in Percent

of Correct Responses  -  Normal-Hearing Adults

Listening
   Mode

                        Stimulus Condition

     Lowpass Filtered  Spectrum Compressed

    Mean Stan Dev    Mean Stan Dev

Auditory    38.00     9.89    54.30     8.01

 Aud-Vis    79.40     5.29    94.30     3.61

the three subjects are summarized in Table 4.  Note that the testing was
without context, and without training.  Also note that one subject
showed an improvement from 49% for unprocessed auditory-only
syllables  to 74% for compressed with visual stimulus syllables.  By
comparing Table 4 with Table 3 it is clear why Subject No. 1 benefited
the most from the spectrum compressed speech, and suggests a subject
selection process for screening potential subjects for detailed
investigation and testing.

Table 2.  Results of Testing, Raw Data.
Percent Correct  - Normal-Hearing Adults

  Subject
  Number

                        Stimulus Condition

     Lowpass Filtered  Spectrum Compressed

Aud Only  Aud-Vis Aud Only  Aud-Vis

     01      41      75      48      91

     02      31      79      54      99

     03      25      75      53      88

     04      58      84      59      98

     05      40      86      60      97

     06      45      80      65      95

     07      33      70      36      88

     08      51      88      66      94

     09      29      83      50      96

     10      27      74      52      97



Table 3.   Results of Testing, Raw Data. Table 4.  Audiogram Data.
Percent Correct  - Profoundly Hearing Impaired

 Subject 
 Number

                         Stimulus Condition

        Unprocessed  Spectrum Compressed

Aud Only  Aud-Vis Aud Only Aud-Vis

      1      49      64      67      74

      2      42      49      45      62

      3      24      38      20      42

6.  CONCLUSIONS

Speech intelligibility is im proved when listeners have both auditory and
visual information.  As place of production cues are provided visually,
there is a tendency for listeners to be more sensitive to visual cues when
speech signals are degraded.

Since spectrum compressed speech processed by the modified chirp-z
algorithm is more intelligible than lowpass filtered speech for normal
hearing listeners, and more intelligible than unprocessed speech for
profoundly hearing impaired listeners, this signal processing scheme
may provide the speech cues for manner production.   
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APPENDIX:  Sound Files
“You will mark EETH please,” wideband, lowpass filtered and
spectrum compressed: [A628S01.WAV], [A628S02.WAV],
[A628S03.WAV].  “You will mark OOSH please,” wideband, lowpass
filtered and spectrum compressed: [A628S04.WAV],
[A628S05.WAV], [A628S06.WAV].   “Your will mark CHA please,”
wideband, lowpass filtered and spectrum compressed:
[A628S07.WAV], [A628S08.WAV], [A628S09.WAV].


